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Abstra t
We dis uss the implementation of a artographi user interfa e to bibliographi and other information subspa es in astronomy. This in ludes a
front-end to two of the ve premier s holarly journals in astronomy. We
present a range of omparative assessments, in operational frameworks,
of this approa h to a essing and retrieving astronomi al information.
Finally we dis uss the parti ular role that su h artographi user interfa es an play in Web-based information seeking, and ontrast this with
widely-used urrently available sear h te hnologies.
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1 Introdu tion
Information retrieval by means of \semanti road maps" was rst detailed by
Doyle (1961). The spatial metaphor is a very powerful one in human information pro essing. The spatial metaphor also lends itself well to modern distributed omputing environments su h as the World-Wide Web. Semanti road
maps are not ne essarily based on neural networks. In fa t there are quite varied approa hes to visual information retrieval interfa es (as an be veri ed by
sear hing for \visual information retrieval interfa es" on the Web).
The Kohonen self-organizing feature map (SOM) method is an e e tive
means towards this end of a visual user interfa e (Lin et al., 1991). As an alternative (or enhan ed) approa h, Zavrel (1996) favours an adaptive grid (growing
ell stru tures network). Very lose links between the SOM and a wide range of
multivariate data display methods (Murtagh and Hernandez-Pajares, 1995) similarly point in the dire tion of a large number of alternative design possibilities.
As the last referen e points out, however, the SOM method fa ilitates display
on re tangular omputer s reen. The most extensive and in uential use of the
SOM user interfa e approa h over the past few years has been around the work
of Kohonen's team, where onferen e abstra ts and newsgroup ontents have
been among the input datasets pro essed in this way (Kohonen, 1998; Honkela
et al., 1998; WebSOM, 1998; Kaski et al., 1998). The appli ation of SOM
to Web-based text sear hing and retrieval is dis ussed in Chen et al. (1998),
but as stated by those authors, the fo us is on information of an \e le ti and
non- ohesive nature" whi h di ers from our obje tive in this paper. Lin (1996)
has an interesting SOM representation of limited astronomi al information from
Yahoo and Ex ite.
The Kohonen SOM method is omputationally tra table and produ es stable
results of good quality. Being a server-side system, it is ompatible with widely2

available software { for instan e, no Web browser add-ons are required as is
sometimes the ase with other visual interfa es.
In this arti le, we are interested in the SOM method for operational use.
Following a short des ription of various implementation details, we des ribe
the setting in whi h it is used. A omparative assessment follows, based on
an alternative well-established and very widely-used retrieval system. Results
of retrieval experiments are then presented. In the Con lusion, we argue for
the importan e of information maps, and how they an help with the evergrowing and pressing need for tools to support information resour e dis overy
and retrieval.

2 Ba kground: Astronomy as an \All-Digital
S ien e"
The quotation that \it is the destiny of astronomy to be the rst all-digital s ien e" ( ited in He k and Murtagh, 1993) is { with a pin h { an apt one. Mu h
astronomi al imaging begins with digital dete tors. The data often end up in
image ar hives, or as redu ed (i.e. pro essed) data in atalogs. Data enters are
needed, to support the organization of, and professional a ess to, data olle tions. Sin e the advent of the Web in early 1993 (we are dating this, of ourse,
from the time of publi release of the Mosai browser), image and atalog data
are ever in reasingly available online for professional astronomers. Examples of
data enters in lude the Spa e Teles ope S ien e Institute (Baltimore, Maryland) whi h stores all Hubble Spa e Teles ope data, with mirror sites in Europe
and Canada; and the Strasbourg Data Center (CDS), Strasbourg Astronomi al
Observatory whi h evolved over re ent de ades to be a major enter for atalogs.
A wide range of data holdings are surveyed in Egret and Albre ht (1995).
Su h data and asso iated information are hara terized by growing size,
growing omplexity, but additionally by growing integration. Astronomy is
fortunate in having its oordinate systems as an absolute information frame
3

of referen e. But there are often multiple nomen lature systems, and naming
onventions ome up against their limits when fa ed with problems of resolution
and s ale. While oordinate systems provide a very useful way to avoid problems
with nomen lature, nonetheless the resolution dependen e of measurement gives
rise to other issues (see Read and Hapgood, 1992). In regard to su h aspe ts,
astronomy has unique information a ess and retrieval problems. However the
underlying information infrastru ture of astronomy is shared with many other
domains and elds of study, and is due, ultimately, to the Web.
Alongside ar hives and databases, the astronomi al literature is in reasingly
available online (He k, 1997). The Astrophysi s Data System (ADS), lo ated at
the Center for Astrophysi s, Harvard, Massa hussets, and with mirror sites in
Europe, Japan and South Ameri a, is the best entry point to the astronomi al
literature (Murray et al., 1995; ADS, 1998). In astronomy and astrophysi s, it
ontains about half a million abstra ts. About 40,000 full journal arti les are
also available. It is with the very extensively-used ADS servi e that we arry
out our omparative experiments on do ument maps, to validate our approa h.
We used keyword ( ontrolled term) and free text a ess me hanisms supported
by ADS.
The do ument and atalog maps used in this work an be a essed at the
addresses listed under Poinot (1998). The one related to the journal Astronomy
and Astrophysi s was used for the experiments reported on below.

3 Self-Organizing Map: Implementation
An SOM an be onsidered as a display grid where obje ts are lassi ed (Figure 1). In su h a grid, similar obje ts are lo ated in the same area. In the
example (Figure 1, right), a global lassi ation is shown: the three di erent
shapes are lo ated in three di erent lusters. Furthermore the largest obje ts
are lo ated towards the enter of the grid, and ea h luster is ordered: the
largest obje ts are at one side of a luster, smaller shapes are at the other side.
An SOM is onstru ted as follows.
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Figure 1: Obje t lo ations. Left: before learning. Right: after learning.



Ea h obje t is des ribed by a ve tor. In the example, the ve tor has two
omponents: the rst one orresponds to the number of angles, and the
other one to the width of the area.



Initially, a ve tor is randomly asso iated with ea h box (or node) of the
grid.



Ea h do ument is lo ated in a box whose des riptive ve tor is the most
similar to the obje t's ve tor.



During an iterative learning pro ess, the omponents of the nodes des ribing ve tors are modi ed. The learning pro ess produ es the lassi ation.

Typi al use of the SOM in order to lassify bibliographi al data was as
follows. Our set of do uments relates to the journal Astronomy and Astrophysi s
in the time-interval 1994 to 1998. The des riptive ve tor is based on the journal
keywords asso iated with ea h do ument. We eliminated rare keywords (found
in less than 5 do uments). Finally, we used about 6500 do uments des ribed by
269 keywords.
Adaptation of the SOM for our purposes in luded the following steps.



Do uments lo ated at a map edge have neighbors at the other side of
the map. It is then possible to re on gure the map without losing the
5

similarity of losely lustered do uments (Figure 2, left).



When there are many do uments (more than 30) asso iated with a node of
the map, we reate a new map with the do uments atta hed to this node
and the 8 nodes around it. Su h a map is alled a lo al map or detailed
map (Figure 2, right). The rst map is alled the prin ipal map. We used

a 15  15 grid for the prin ipal map, and a 5  5 grid for the detailed maps.

We do not wish to des ribe our implementation further here, and instead
refer the reader to Poinot et al. (1998). Among the issues dealt with in detail
in that paper are the following.



In uen e of the number of map nodes on the result, leading to implementation of primary and se ondary maps.



Estimates of time required to train the map.



Weighting of index terms.



General onsiderations on the onstru tion of the density maps.



Annotation of the maps.



Creating the user interfa e to the maps.



Finally, an in-depth example of map interpretation is provided.

Next we ome to the graphi al user interfa e. We display the trained SOM
map as a density map, whi h represents graphi ally the areas ontaining papers
of similar ontent and the number of do uments in these areas. The map is
labeled to lo ate on it the themes dealt with (Figure 3, top).
The user an sele t one node of the map (by li king on the image) to obtain
information about the arti les lo ated at this node (the number of do uments
and the keywords des ribing them appear on the right side of the interfa e)
(Figure 3, bottom). The user an also a ess the detailed map, and/or the
arti le ontent (title, authors, abstra t) and all the fa ilities provided by the
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Figure 2: Our use of SOM. Left: shifting the rows or the olumns. Right: two
lassi ation levels.
CDS bibliographi al servi e (in luding a link to ADS and to the online full
paper in many ases).
The user interfa e allows one to sele t and display on the map only a part of
the database. This is used with keyword queries (only the do uments ontaining
sele ted keywords are shown), or with an external list of do uments (bib ode
queries: a bib ode is a 19- hara ter standard for a do ument referen e, an
example of whi h will be seen at the beginning of se tion 4.1). We will refer to
this latter form of querying in se tion 4.3.2 below.
Figure 4 gives an overall view of the system. It is based on imagemap and
CGI s ripts. Hen e our implementation is server-side and ompatible with any
browser supporting imagemaps.

4 Comparative Assessment of the SOM Map
In order to validate our do ument retrieval tool, we initiated a study based on
the omparison of our system with the ADS system, taken as a referen e. The
ADS provides wide query possibilities, so we were able to use exa tly the same
set of do uments with the two systems.
Two di erent types of omparison were arried out. We rst used the ADS
7
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Figure 3: Top: the prin ipal map.

Bottom: the user interfa e.

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/A+A/map.pl
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Figure 4: SOM-based system.
with a keyword query (i.e. using a ontrolled list) to validate more pre isely our
system. For the se ond type of omparison we used the ADS with a free text
query to ompare the two systems with similar riteria for do ument retrieval.
Di eren es in the two systems in lude:



The bibliographi map is based on keywords only; an older version of ADS
an handle keyword sear h or a free text sear h.



The bibliographi map provides a graphi al view of lassi ed do uments;
ADS returns a sorted list of do uments, orresponding to the user's query.

The omparative assessment methodology is as follows. We sele t one do ument, alling it the \starting do ument", and retrieve similar do uments (from
the same bibliographi database) independently using the two systems. Then,
the di erent sets of do uments are ompared by an expert in the eld.
More pre isely:



With the bibliographi map, we rst lo ate the node ontaining the \start9

ing do ument" (the winner node), and we get a rst set (list 1) of do uments with the ontents of this node and the 8 surrounding nodes. A
detailed map is built with these data, and then we get a se ond set of do uments (list 2) ontaining the do uments lo ated in the detailed winner
node and its surrounding nodes. The rst list is mu h longer and maybe
noisier than the se ond, but it allows more similar do uments to be found.



With the ADS, we used the \similar do uments sear h" by keywords faility, where keywords des ribing the starting do ument are sear hed for:

{ in the do ument keyword eld, giving us a rst ADS list (list A)
{ in the do ument full text, giving us a se ond ADS list (list B)
Then, we give the di erent sets of do uments to a domain expert who
works on the subje t of the starting do ument. He/she gives a s ore for
ea h do ument.
Eight domain experts ontributed to these appraisals. They are sta members of Strasbourg Astronomi al Observatory, interested in the map user interfa e, and prepared to assess it in their parti ular domain of interest. The
\starting do ument" used in ea h ase re e ted this domain of interest. The
domain experts were familiar with the very widely used ADS servi e, whi h
would tend to more than balan e any favoritism towards a lo ally produ ed
system (whi h, moreover, they had no role nor material interest in developing).

4.1 Analysis using pre ision and re all
We rst dis uss a set of overall results and then look at one su h ase in greater
detail.
Figure 6 shows a range of re all-pre ision plots using only one node of the
prin ipal map and the full text analysis of ADS. For ea h plot, we sele ted a
starting do ument, we retrieved similar arti les with ADS, and we retrieved
arti les lo ated in the same node as that in whi h the starting do ument is
lo ated.
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Figure 5: Spreading of do uments retrieved by the ADS. Left to right: 20, 40
and 60 do uments.
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Ea h point on a urve orresponds to the addition of a do ument to the list of
do uments retrieved. When a urve des ends, a do ument was obtained whi h
was not relevant. An in rease in the graph orresponds to the ase of relevant
do uments. Some small aspe ts of this study are unfavorable to our system:
in Figure 6, the do uments were ordered by similarity with the node entroid,
whi h an di er to a greater or lesser extent from the starting do ument. This
espe ially happens with an un ommon starting do ument, or a do ument with a
relatively un ommon theme. In su h ases, the 20-odd do uments retrieved are
not expli itly ordered by relevan e, whi h would have improved the appearan e
of the graphs in our favor in some ases. Therefore the order of introdu tion of
do uments retrieved by the map, whether relevant or non-relevant, is arbitrary
in this Figure.
The nomen lature (\Exp1", \Exp2", et .) represent the di erent experiments. The top left, bottom left, and bottom right, results are roughly similar.
The top right and middle right results favor our map approa h. The middle left
plot favors ADS.
Figure 7 presents averaged urves. Our \Map" method is disadvantaged
by the bad result in the third ( ounting from upper left) result in Figure 6.
This bad result, in turn, is explained by the theme (brown dwarf stars), whi h
we suggest was not as ohesive as other areas and hen e less appropriate for
lusterwise retrieval.
Again with referen e to Figure 6, in the ase of the fth (bottom left) of
these urves, we show example do uments obtained in Table 1.

4.2 Detailed experiment
Clearly the di erent retrieval methods, our SOM-based one whi h we have alled
\Map", and the Astrophysi al Data System, ADS, o er various information
navigation possibilities. Having looked at a summary of omparative results,
we will now onsider these varying navigation possibilities in more detail based
on a single experiment. This experiment is the last one shown (bottom right)
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Figure 6: Six di erent experiments based on six di erent do uments, showing
re all (horizontal axis) and pre ision (verti al axis) for our method (\Map") and
for ADS using keyword sear h. See text for further details.
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1

Sarting do ument:
Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and lithium abundan es of six ool supergiants
in the SMC. HILL, V.; BARBUY, B.; SPITE, M. Astronomy and Astrophysi s, v.323,
p.461-468, 1997

Relevant:
Two nitrogen ri h main sequen e B-stars in the Small Magellani Cloud
luster, NGC 330. LENNON, D.J.; DUFTON, P.L.; MAZZALI, P.A.; PASIAN, F.; MARCONI, G. Astronomy and Astrophysi s, v.314, p.243-250, 1996

Chemi al evolution of the Magellani Clouds. VI. Chemi al omposition
of nine F supergiants from di erent regions of the large Magellani Cloud.
HILL, V.; ANDRIEVSKY, S.; SPITE, M. Astron. Astrophys. 293, 347-359 (1995), 1995

Non-relevant:
Fundamental parameters of Wolf-Rayet stars. VI. Large Magellani Cloud
WNL stars. CROWTHER, P.A.; SMITH, L.J. Astronomy and Astrophysi s, v.320, p.500-524,
1997

Red supergiant variables in the Large Magellani Cloud: Their evolution
and pulsations. LI, Y.; GONG, Z. G. Astronomy and Astrophysi s (ISSN 0004-6361), vol. 289,
no. 2, p. 449-457, 1994

Table 1: Examples of relevant/non-relevant do uments obtained.
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Figure 7: Averaged \Map" and ADS re all (horizontal) and pre ision (verti al)
measures.
in Figure 6.
As a starting do ument, we used the following: \Metalli ities and arbon
abundan es of 5 red supergiants of the SMC globular luster NGC 330", Meliani,
M.T. et al. with bib ode 1995A&A...300..349M (i.e. published in Astronomy
and Astrophysi s, 1995, volume 300, start page 349, and rst letter of rst

author name M). This arti le is des ribed by the following keywords:

GALAXIES:

ABUNDANCES, MAGELLANIC CLOUDS, STAR CLUSTERS, GLOBULAR CLUSTERS: NGC
330 (SMC), STARS: ABUNDANCES.

4.3 Validation with the \keywords only" ADS version
4.3.1 Results from the CDS map
The starting do ument is lo ated in node 6 of the detailed map, and only 2 of the
8 surrounding nodes ontain do uments (node numbers 5 and 11). See Figure 8.
CDS list 2 ontains 19 do uments with s ores given as shown in Table 2.

4.3.2 Results from \keywords only" ADS version
For the keyword query, the ADS retrieved 323 do uments. The 315 last ones
have the same small s ore be ause they are des ribed only by one keyword of
the query. We eliminated these do uments for this reason. There remain 17
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Figure 8: CDS map result: illustration.
do uments. Only one is s ored as less relevant by the spe ialist.

4.3.3 Comparison



11 relevant do uments are simultaneously retrieved by both systems.



The bibliographi map retrieves 3 do uments s ored as relevant whi h
ADS does not retrieve, but it misses 5 others. Three of these do uments
are lo ated in the Inter Stellar Medium (ISM) region, and an be retrieved
by a keyword query with the bibliographi map, using the keywords des ribing the starting do ument. The two others are lo ated in another
node of the detailed map.



ADS retrieves 5 relevant do uments (s ored as relevant by the expert)
that the CDS does not retrieve, but misses 3 other relevant do uments.
One of them is only des ribed by one keyword of the starting do ument,
the two others are des ribed by another set of keywords (from NASA-STI,
NASA's S ienti

and Te hni al Information system, another ontrolled

system).
These initial results show that both systems retrieve almost the same do uments. They provide preliminary validation of the SOM method when used for
the purpose of do ument retrieval.
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node

relevant do uments

less relevant do uments

6*

8

1

5

4

0

2

4

11

*node ontaining the starting do ument.

Table 2: Results for the do uments oming from the detailed map (list 2).

4.4 Validation with the ADS full text query
4.4.1 Results from the CDS map
We take into onsideration all the do uments of the detailed map, whi h ontains
80 do uments (list 1). A he k by an expert shows that 22 of them are relevant,
58 are less relevant.

4.4.2 Results for the ADS full text query
To ompare the se ond ADS list (list B) with the map, we sele ted the 80 rst
do uments (ADS sorts the do uments by de reasing similarity). As we have
seen at the end of se tion 3, we an visualize on the density map an external list
of do uments when they are already lassi ed on the map. In Figure 5, we an
see the lo ation on the map of the do uments retrieved by ADS, orresponding
to the given starting do ument. There is a spreading of the do uments as the
list be omes longer. This means that the smaller the s ore of a do ument, the
further it is lo ated from the starting do ument.
A he k by an expert gives 25 relevant, and 55 less relevant, do uments.

4.4.3 Comparison



15 relevant do uments are simultaneously retrieved by both systems (Table 3).



The bibliographi map misses 10 other relevant do uments. These do 17

relevant

less relevant

ADS (80 rst do uments)

25

55

map

22

58

ommon

15

22

Table 3: Results for all the do uments oming from the detailed map (list 1),
ompared to the ADS (list B).
uments may be lost be ause asso iated des riptive keywords are wrong
(typographi errors), or not a urate enough: i.e., relevant and less relevant arti les are found to be des ribed by the same set of keywords.
Other lost do uments may be retrieved with a keyword query (using the
keywords des ribing the starting do ument), whi h shows arti les in the
ISM region for example ( f. Figure 5).



ADS retrieves 10 relevant do uments that the map does not retrieve, but it
misses 7 other relevant do uments. There are 7 relevant do uments in the
rst 20 retrieved do uments, 14 relevant do uments among the subsequent
20 retrieved do uments, and 25 in the whole set (list B).

The missing relevant ADS do uments are retrieved if we examine the ADS
result list beyond the rst 80 retrieved do uments. These results show that the
list of do uments retrieved by ADS (the rst do uments of list B) is noisier.
But if we examine the omplete list, ADS retrieves more relevant do uments
than our system.
Through ADS full text analysis, we an retrieve more relevant do uments,
but these are drowned in a longer set of do uments.

4.5 Con lusions on the experimentation
This study shows that the bibliographi map gives results omparable with an
ADS request by keywords.
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When we ompare our results to the ADS full text retrieval system, we show
that ADS retrieves more relevant do uments, but the bibliographi map is more
a urate for the initial retrieved do uments. Is seems reasonable that the full
text sear h is noisier, but is more omplete if full results are taken into a ount.
The two systems appear to be omplementary, be ause the do uments retrieved are about 60% in ommon, and both systems pull in other similar do uments. It ould be re ommended to use both systems to get as mu h relevant
information as possible.
Furthermore the bibliographi map, with its graphi al interfa e, is very appropriate for use on the Web. While not the only su h graphi al interfa e (see,
e.g., Lin, 1995), it has been realized re ently is a large ommer ial system (Cartia, 1999). The keyword and bib ode queries give omplementary a ess to the
map. The fa t that links exist between two neighboring nodes provides a new
me hanism for helping users retrieve similar do uments.

5 Con lusion: Maps in Resour e Dis overy
In a wide-ranging survey, White and M Cain (1997) ompare and ontrast models { bibliographi , editorial, user, et ., and also visualization { for domain
analysis and information retrieval. We do not emphasize the domain analysis
aspe t of our work: the Kohonen SOM map is a relatively blunt tool for this
ompared to the range of multivariate data analysis methodologies whi h have
been re ned over the de ades. Regarding the information retrieval aspe t, we
found that it was useful to provide support also for keyword input by the user.
Therefore the artographi representation is not a well-rounded tool, either, for
information retrieval. Where visualization work does s ore however is in providing a \responsive interfa e" (White and M Cain, 1997). The major bene t
of this work lies in the human-ma hine interfa e, { how people intera t with
ma hines for the quite spe i

obje tive of bibliographi resour e dis overy and

information retrieval.
Retrieval of Web-based data and information is witnessing very great a tiv19

ity, with very wide use of a range of more or less su essful sear h engines. Su h
sear h apability is based on indexing HTML and other do uments.
The issues that we have addressed in this arti le are quite distin t from the
issues and problems addressed by su h sear h engine te hnologies. In reasingly
the Web not only allows presentation of information, but also provides a ommon
front-end to data and information whi h is not dire tly a essible in its entirety
by a user. One an onsider, in this ontext, database management systems
whi h are frontended by a Web interfa e; or bibliographi data olle tions; or
information served up by A tive Server Page te hnology; or any number of other
examples whi h ome rapidly to mind. Traditional Web indexing and retrieval
te hnologies rudely fo us on the tip of the i eberg, and very limited amounts
of the information i eberg adjoining the tip.
The problem of a essing the full information i eberg is not one that traditional te hnologies an handle. The disparate nature of what an information
i eberg ontains implies that indexing annot work. Instead, the problem is
rstly and foremostly a problem of des ribing the information i eberg, or information spa e. Giving the user an overview of the information spa e's ontents is
the rst step. The user may then li k further to enter into su h an information
spa e.
We have des ribed a validated and operational solution to this problem. We
see two new problems now arising. Firstly we should exploit the full generality of
this work to ater for heterogeneous multimedia data. Se ondly, we see the need,
over the oming years, to de ne ommon standards for map representations of
information subspa es. Our work will help towards these two goals.
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